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INFORMATION{UPDATED. 2018-02-07/}

- 599-pages .of-Book: “The.Luciferian.Doctrine/ My -female.#Slave -
 \._ARE/ _.#ALREADY #COMPLETED:

#/---

\#THE-REALITY .OF THIS-#PROJECT IS-SUCH THAT
\._ID -BE.#REQUIRING #FUNDS:
\._FOR-THE-#TESTS[#TRIALS/ .TO -BE: #EXECUTED /#
\._SO
\._for+you: to \.#GET-NOW: .#ACCESS /
\._TO-THE: #PROTOCOL\]

\#ID -BE.#REQUIRING: \---
\._FOR+#YOU: TO _MAKE:

\.- 1: #1-TIME: #WIRE[#.MONEY-TRANSFER /---
\._OF _.#1.LARGE-PAYMENT:
\._&
\.- 2: _ESTABLISHING .A /---
\._[MONTHLY: #STANDING-ORDER /---
\._FOR-MIN OF: #150; #350; &/ .-700PLN /#
\._| [EQUIVALENT-OF: $37.5; $87.5; &/ .-$175
\._| [EQUIVALENT-OF: €33.5; €77.5; &/ .-€155.5

---

/.for+you/---
\._to: .@Cause a #female: .to-have #n0-Control over #her+Mind & body
\._be+ Able to #Control-her #remotely
\._via the #Use:
\._of #your-Mind/#reality/ .View=#brochure at the-bottom of
\._this #Document

#/>
\FOR THE-@#BANK
\---
[[#CONFIRM-IT: .FIRST \BY+CHECKING ITS _.#VALIDITY/  
  https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dqsfIlsTl9c7JiYW4ClF1Ow4bu-Tldn  
][[ #MUST: BE-THE-SAME .AS _.#BELOW BANK #DETAILS!  

||
  ANDRZEJ JEZIORSKI  
  50 1020 5558 1111 1583 0600 0006

|| -/ for the+#Wire-transfers from _Abroad //---  
  PL5010205558111158306000006  
  SWIFT: BPKOPLPW

| TITLE. SLAVE=#TECHNOLOGY; your+#E-mail;

#/--
\ --- #WHICH __.#GRANTS-YOU:  
  \ [A. #ACCESS .TO THE-#EARLY-VERSION  
  .OF THE-#BOOK  
  /* .ALSO .TO-ITS: #FILES [[OVER 31GB+  
  /* &

  \ [B. __.#SERVICE-OF-THE-#AUTHOR:  
  .TO-THE-_.#ADVANCEMENT:  
  .OF YOUR+++INTEREST /+++  

\ .\]#CONTACT -THE-#AUTHOR .RIGHT-#NOW  
  \ [#DETAILS: AT-THE-BOTTOM /+++  

\#EXPERTISE: #WHICH IS-#BROAD/  
\--- #INCLUDES: #153-fields of+#Competences [#View: #Books .in+#brochure  
  #With: #MANIPULATION #CORE-COMPETENCE  
  .WHICH HAS-BEEN #MASTERED AT-THE+#COSMIC/-  
  .LVL:7 [#SEVEN/ I.E. #MANIPULATION-QF  
  #THE-CORE [[.AT-THE+LEVEL /---  
  .OF #THE+DEVIL.HIMSELF [[.CURRENTLY/  

3 / #Option #to-buy: 1-time #Book/  
\for 149pln [[~$41; ~€37: -is_requested #for-the+. Early-Version of-it \ #With: 599-pages &\ #n0-Updates.
Currently

YOU'VE GOT BROKEN CRACKED TO FIRST ELEMENTS

THE ENTIRE FEMALE-MALE RELATIONSHIPS SUBJECT

HER LIFE DESTINY EXISTENCE WHICH INCLUDES

ALSO YOURS

WRITE TO ME NOW AT FACEBOOK EMAIL OR ELSE

WITH YOUR DAY & MONTH

OF YOUR DAY OF BIRTH

I'D SUPPLY YOU FOR FREE

SOLELY TO YOUR EYES

WITH YOUR CHARACTERISTICS

FOR A TRIAL OF YOURS

THAT DETERMINES WHERE SHE'D BE EMPLOYED

FOR WHAT SHE LOOKS FOR IN YOU

IN STAGES OF LIFE

STAGE 1 TELEGRON SECRET OF THE ELITES

ATTRACTIVE MALE TRAITS NINE

WHERE

HOW TO TALK WITH HER ACCORDANCE

WITH HER ZODIAC

HOW TO GET HER SEDUCE

MAKE YOU APPEAL HER &

HER TO FELL IN LOVE WITH YOU

HOW TO CRACK HER DECODE

KNOW WHAT SHE THINKS

WHAT ARE HER CHARACTERISTICS

WHAT SHE'D FOLLOW STEP BY STEP

HOW SHE PICKS MASTER

WORKINGS OF THE MIND

MANIPULATION LEVELS WENT THROUGH

TRAUMA BASED PROGRAMMING

STORIES OF SEDUCTION HOW FEMALES SEDUCED: THE AUTHOR
\#HOW-TO-TREAT: FEMALE\#SLAVES.
\#HOW-TO\#DEAL: WITH\#PEOPLE \---
/* .OF \#THOSE \#WHO'D: \-OPPOSE ETC. / +++
\#ULTIMATE\#TRUTHS \#OF\#THIS\#REALITY \#\#LIFE & 
\#OF\#EXISTENCE \#\#INCLUDING \#THOSE \#INVISIBLE:
\#LAWS \LIKE \#KARMA \#1.2: YOU'VE \#PUNCHED
\#SOMEBODY IN THE-FACE \& \#TIME\#LATER:
\#YOU\#WERE \+:\#PUNCHED\#BACK \---
\--- \& \#HOW\#TO\#\#SEIZE \#ABSOLUTELY:
\\#THEIR\#WORKINGS />

/
/^@
/^\#THAT\#DETERMINES: \#YOUR\#ULTIMATE\: \#EFFECTIVENESS:
\#WITH \#FEMALE\#SLAVES \---\#X
/---
/
/^#
/^\#GOES\#THROUGH: \#THE\#: \#NECESSARY\#STEPS \#OF /*
/^\#\#PSYCHOLOGICAL\: \#PREPERATION\#OF \#YOUR\#S /
/^\#FIRST\#SLAVES!
/^\& \#FOR\#YOU\: \#TO\#: \#BE\#\#ABLE \#KEEP\#THEM:
/^\--- \#IN\#THE\#: \#\#CONSTANT: /###
/^\_\#SERVICE\#TO\#YOUR\#AGENDA\: \#2 \#FREE \#& /-
/^\_\#FOR\#EVER\#ER: \#TO\#: \#DELIVER \#BY\#THEM /-
/^\\_\#EVER\#: \#YOUR\#: \#REQUEST\#: \#WANT...
/^\---
/^/^
/^/#TO\#GET: \#THE\#WORK\#: \#DONE\#ULTIMATELY \&/
/^\#FOR\#YOU\: \#TO \#BUILT \#A \#NETWORK \#OF \#SLAVES \---
/^\#FOR\#THE\#: \#ACHIEVEMENT \#OF\#YOUR\#: \#AGENDA\: \#2 \-
/^\#I.E. A\#: \#STRIVE: \#OF\#YOUR \#X
/---
Slave Technology - description
for Slavery Technology it’s meant in a Context that female has no-Control over her Mind & body

[and also to be Steered Remotely via Your-Mind [look photo below]/
Slave Technology
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Slave Technology - description
Grants would get Through because Elites are Interested in this technology as #1st/ The Most Important.
EXPERIENCE OF AUTHOR

0.01. AS A SCIENTIST

Written & released:

The.Luciferian.Doctrine.pdf:
554-page Book in English,
Where it’s broken:

* protocol for restoring of the entire Human Health in 100% [cancer, Hiv, Lyme Disease, etc.]
* describes & introduces protocol for Using Invisible Laws of this reality [[look for Instance Karma --- you’ve punched somebody in the face: later you were punkched]]; they were also Cracked Goals of existence for this reality and The Law of Hypnotic Rhythm tj. The Process/ #2 [The Most Important]
* where in 100% breaks stocks market
* business
* communications
* describes current World situation (Illuminati thread)
* and also much, much More...

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2_YFCAGyRD1UlJfN1EzRkNEd1E/view

The.Luciferian.Doctrine/
I survived through.
The.Apocalypse.pdf
70-page Book in english,
Where it’s broken:

* securing [water, food; wide-spectrum topic of SURVIVAL where
* psychological make-up and also use of Drugs that enables right state-of-Mind in

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7n9oYB3gL9hLVVvQ1NxaUNNUWcAview
& also

Najważniejsza Książka Jaką Kiedykolwiek Przeczytasz: Zdrowie
Andrzej Jęziorski

899-page Book in polish on which basis protocol was Created for the English-version of The.Luciferian.Doctrine.pdf

--- shows Engagement of the Author into breaking Subjects

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2_YFCAGyRD1dU1RTTduUWplbFE/view

---

torRents:
https://thepiratebay.org/torrent/19615362/The_Luciferian_Doctrine
3.77GB
[package]: https://concen.org/sites/default/files/torrents/%40%2BThe.Luciferian.Doctrine.%5BBooks%2CSiterip%2CExtrasX_0.torrent
-1. [RESULTING FROM RESEARCH] PRODUCTS FOR SALE

**Pill ABSOLUTELY Preventing Alcohol Hangover (nullifying hangover), businessplan-anthangover.docx**

* In 110% causes lack of hangover after wakeup --- if the Memory of the Previous day would be lost: you’d Never tell whether you’ve drank / or not

Cost for the Author: 50 tys. zl (~$14,642; ~11,979€) paid from the top before applying for patents
+ 30% from Sales

[pl] https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HCSvQcrwwH5QYpZVZ90KUEkdahSO5W0p
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2_YFCAGyRD1Y3BFY3VtNU1jWFE

**Herbs for Cleansing/ bowel from Stones & fecal Deposits**

Cost: 299 zł (~$87, ~71€)
0.1. [RESULTING FROM ABILITIES] PRODUCTS FOR SALE

Author is a programmer of web languages i.e. XHTML, PHP, MySQL and also knows technologies JavaScript, Jquery and XML [+CSS].

Currency Exchange of CryptoCurrency BitCoin Business Sale

Cost: 3,000zł (~$879, ~719€)
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1432520.msg22380900#msg22380900
0.15. [RESULTING FROM WORK] EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS

In years 2008-2009 in the span of 6 months earned [pure profit] **135 tys. złotych** through the sales of so-called Research Drugs which are Developmental with substances like Mephedrone and MDPV [[which were 100% legal at that time-period]...
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0.17. PRESENTATION OF TECHNOLOGY

In the Span of Summer 2017 Author has developed technology which allows for a female to have lack of Control over her Mind & Body; in effect: You’re able to steer her with your mind as follows:

1. You’re here walking down the street behind her. 

2. You picture in your mind-reality: THE-DESIRE-GOT.COM. -
   / i.e. her turning back towards you. [in this example]
   [you take a snapshot of that desired girl in front of you & change it as like above] // (it’s just a magnification of the mind-reality)

(it was tested in the field with Success --- also on females)

/ where:

* Did you Know that just 3 (three) Men in the ENTIRE World Know how to fuck properly Women?

* Author projects/ plans also, that you’d be able to Control her Mind Via your Mind as you’d be walking an Avatar [because The Devil (himself) [Lucifer] telepathically offered Author a Deal which he Valued the Most and asked for Permission to his Mind to deliver --- it was rejected because he was Never-able to Deliver]

It’s All planned Far further although just to give an outlook of what Has been developed.

---

5 EXACTLY as it is written (Manipulation level 5 deals with it). To have access to so-called Mind Mind-Reality: you’re required to have unlocked pineal gland for which there are special herbs.

6 Including in it Author.
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from where:

* Technology is based on birth Horoscopes [[which Builds on birth Traits of Women and Develops them]] --- see Contact {also Yours}

* In the book there would be presented Techniques of Seduction that were used by Females on the Author [[over 153

[..]

* Predicted is also Presentation of technology for the Opposite sex
  [[Females controlling men (although in Version different that is commonly thought)]]
0.19. TYPES OF AUTHOR FEMALES

Representational [(females that were/ are Interested in Author}
And also

(or the Author could have had)
0.19+ IMPLEMENTATION OF TECHNOLOGY

It’s varied due to Agenda/ #2 although:

* Support of female [Slave] through providing her with the Knowledge (ev. Some functional funds, care, Contacts or also else) or by Enabling her to Achieve: Success in provided by Her fields or also those Selected From her free will --- to **pay 90% of earnings** [[rest 10% can Also by used to [..]]

* Introductory for the Agenda spheres of work to be Executed & Delivered *Forever* with Success

* Sale for the Slavery [[dependent on the Agenda]]

{With also} It’s required to notice that Women with n0-such support have lack of Possibility to Achieve in selected by themselves [[by-birth]] fields/ spheres or also those imposed and All-that with-n0ne of creating *Karma/ #1.2.*
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CONTACT

Contact Author now if you’re Interested or Would like to Get/ Acquire More Information.

3.01. ANDRZEJ JĘZIORSKI (AUTHOR)

> My facebook profile: https://web.facebook.com/andyps?_rdc=1&_rdr

(Invite to friends #first for the Messages to get through)

CONTACT DATA

Andrzej Jęziorski
Lives.
os. Sikorskiego 10/22
87-600 Lipno
Poland

E-MAIL AndyPSV (at) gmail ((dot)) com

TELEFON +48 570 425 996 ((write or call now)
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3.03. ANDRZEJ JĘZIORSKI (PHOTOS)
YOU’RE INTERESTED IN THE PROJECT?

It’s required to understand that Funds\(^7\) [[financial]], Knowledge, Contacts & also Your Experience is important in the Goal of developing project in version v1: of Slave Technology which is not solely to be on the opposite sex.

Therefore Best Contact Author right Now (in this Very Moment) --- look above.

4.01. EXTRA INFORMATION

If you’re Interested --- just Leave the Message & I’d reply (both Females like also Men).

You’d be let in to the Early-Version of the Book: it’s prepared already over 31GB of content to the Book.

You’d be let in to Secrets, also included Secrets-of-the-Elites i.e. Such as #telegony & Much, Much more: not only \ associated \ with the subject itself though also Many those on the side.

The Most Important is for You to Keep the Project in the Mind & Everything would follow.

\\ Write just now.

\ It’s Also required to underline that I Never exclude any form of Support in whatever form & Applications for getting Grants for scientific research would be applied (those interested would Contribute something valuable to the project).

///

[+ Use translator: https://translate.google.com/#pl/enl/projected if you know none of polish]]

| Files (Seed, share with friends):
* [https://drive.google.com/uc?id=1nw2NrnEk0Fv-Ex4qlVEat3VRCtBFSTdW&export=download](https://drive.google.com/uc?id=1nw2NrnEk0Fv-Ex4qlVEat3VRCtBFSTdW&export=download) (photos hi-res, movie, files mentioned in the document_}

\(^7\) Including in those Resources (like Tools, etc,
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[Extra]

[Else forms of +support]

[1] If you want to pay a Donation:

DATA

[[CONFIRM IT BY BEFORE CONTACT OR CHECK VALIDITY
--- https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dqqtHesTlfc97JjYW5C1FjQw4bu-Tldn

Andrzej Jęziorski

50 1020 5558 1111 1583 0600 0006

for the Wire-transfers from Abroad

PL50102055581111158306000006
SWIFT: BPKOPLPW

TITLE

SLAVE-TECHNOLOGY;
Enter your E-mail
or leave the field empty in case of donations Supporting project
for None in return (just as such for Executed work [currently]/ else).

8


[3] You can Ship to Author also else with the content description --- make Contact before

---

8 Else like 1% of tax, etc.
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Author has Own permanent funds though costs of Tests & Development are Stagerring though the final Cost of developed Technology would be fractional.

: It’s required to say that Work has already began and it would be Completed like Forever every from projects in which the Author involved himself (for the Completion of trilogy: The.Luciferian.Doctrine).

Technology has been developed although Required are: Tests and funds for the Completion of protocol.

(technology is based on functioning of The Core of the brain [[Manipulation level 7]]